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In a p cvious paper in this Journal, Heyde and Leslie [6] examined moment measures of the 
distance of a mixture from its parent distribution. They confined their attention to the case where 
the parent distribution is either rormai or exponential, and related the moment measures to the 
more familiar uniform distance between distributions. In this paper we improve on their results by 
sharpening one of their inequslities. Wz then use new techniques to extend their investigation to a 
Iarger class of parent distributions. 
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Introduction and summary 
Mixtures of distributions piay an important role in many areas of applied prob- 
ability, and their prominence has led to recent interest in their theoretical properties. 
Keilson and Steutel [7] established elegant moment measures of the distance of a 
mixture from its parent distribution, and showed that Pearson’s coefficient of 
kurtosis plays an important role as a metric. They introduced the classes g1 of scale 
mixtures of exponentials and 22 of scale mixtures of standard normal variables. 
Neyde f5] and Heyde and Leslie [6] studied %I and Yz in greater detail, and related 
Keilson and Steutel’s moment measures of distance to the more familiar uniform 
measure. 
In this paper we improve an Heyde and Leslie’s results by sharpening one of their 
inequalities. We then use new technirlues to extend their study to further classes of 
mixtures, including scale mixtures of gamma and lognormal distributions. Our 
approach is more unified than that in [6], and avoids some of the technical diificulties. 
he results are stated in Theorems 2 and 3. 
* Now at the Australian National University, Canberra, Austraha. 
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Keilson and Steutel’s moment metrics are not suitable when the scale factor has 
certain moments infinite, and in this case it seems appropriate to replace them by the 
Levy distance between the scale factor and the constant 1. In Theorem 4 we relate 
this Levy distance to the uniform distance between the mixture and its parent 
distribution. This result generalizes those stated in section 4 of [63. 
2. The results 
Heyde and Leslie’s techniques are based on a smoothing inequality for charac- 
teristic functions; see conditions (7) and (25) in [6]. Since this result is used only in the 
case T = co, it may bt rep!aced by a stronger inequality; see e.g. Petrov [8, Theorem 
2, p. 1091. If the distribution functions F and G have characteristic functions f and g 
respectively, and if G is absolutely continuous, then 
sup IF(x)- G(x)1 I-’ la ]C-‘(fir)-g(t))1 df. (I) -CC: r:Cz? --43 
In Heyde and Leslie’s (24) the factor C3rr)-’ may now be replaced by (6~)~‘, and 
setting G = 0.055 and y. = 0.647-t we obtain A d (0.648)~ for y s yo. This bound 
; 
holds trivially for y > yO. Similarly, in Heyde and Leslie’s (41) the term 2n-’ may be 
replaced by v-l, and setting G = 0.09 and So = 2.77” we obtain A s (2.77)s for 
6 d&. Nence Theorems 1 and 2 of 163 are improved by 
Theorem 1. _lf X E zZ2 with E X2 = 1 a& EX4 < co, then 
sup ]P(X G x) - #(x)1 s 0.648y(X). 
-*<x<Ioo 
If XE 81 with EX = 1 arrd EX2<oo, then 
sup IP(X ax) - (1 -e-“)I s 2.77&(X). 
--oo<x<oo 
(We have used the notation of [63.) 
A drawback to Heyde ancl Leslie’s techniques is that they depend heavily on the 
form of the parent distribution. This means that there are considerable differences 
between the proofs of Theol*ems 1 and 2 in [6]. We present here a unified approach 
which is applicable not %niy to the normal and exponential distributions, but to 
others like the lognormal. and the gamma. 
Let Y and W be independent random variabIes and suppose that W 20 almost 
surely (a.s.). Then YW is a scale mixture of Y with the scale factor W. &‘e shall 
assume that Y is absolutely continuous with a density function p such that 
rn= sup Ix I&) < OD. (2) -*<x<r’, 
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Define the functions dit and #Z by 
E[exp(ir log Y) 1 Y > 0] 410)={0 if P( Y > 0) > 0, 
ifP(Y>O)=O, 
and 
E[exp(it log(- Y)) f Y < 0] 
42(t) = i. 
if P( Y < 0) > 0, 
ifP(Y<O)=O. 
In Theorems 2 and 3 we assume that ~$1 and #2 are absolutely imegrable, This imphes 
that the density of log ] Y f is bounded (see 14, Theorem 3, p. 509]), which is 
equivalent to (2). We set 
and 
If Y has the standard normal distribution then 
&(t) = #z(t) = E(j Y I”) = (2/7r$ /a xit ee4’* dx = 1~-~2@r(:(l +it)), 
0 
implying that 1 &(t)l = (cash i~t)-~ [l, p. 2561. If Y has the gamma (cu) distribution 
then 42 = 0 and #i(t) = P(cr + it)/r(cu), and in the special case a! = I cr>rrespondirlg to 
the exponential distribution we have 1 &(t)f = 1 rt/sinh nt 1’. If Y is lognormal ,then 
#z-O and &(t)=e-i’*. In ail these cases the constants B1 and Bz are finite. For 
example, if Y is normal then 
& = 21,-t 
I 
00 
(e” + e-‘)-i du 
-a> 
_21,-’ cQ 
I 
(u3+ z+dv (set t ‘) 
0 
= 2%~?#a, 2-4) = 3.3385, 
where F denotes the elliptic integral of the first kind (see [2, pp. 88, 329]), and 
B252$-2 O” I u(e”+e-“j-ldu =4.51, 0 
using numerical procedures. 
Our next result extends Theorems 1 and 2 of [6]. 
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Tlheorexn 2. Suppose that BZ < a~ and let r > 0. There exists a constant C depending 
only on m, I32 and t su,~h that for any nonnegative variable W independent of Y with 
E( W’) = 1, 
A = sup ]P(YW=%V)-P(Y s~)~sCE(W’- l)*. (3) 
-~C.E<oO 
We may teke C = 4 + (~rr~j-“& + 2r-“m. 
Remark We make no attempt in the proof of (3) to estimate the best (srna~~e~t~ 
value of C. The value given above may be improved in the case of a specific parent 
distribution by a careful examination of our technique. From (116), i 17), (If)) and (19) 
ve see that 
A~P(W0)+(4nr*)-‘&M(GjE(W’-lj* 
-t mr-’ max{(l - G)-“E( W’- 1)“, 
G-1E(W’-1)2-(G-‘-G-1)P(W~B)) 
= (4?rr2)-*B,M(G)E( W’- 1)2 
+max(P(W6Dj+mr-‘(I-Gj-‘E(W’-lj*, 
nir-‘G-‘E(W’-1)2+P(W~D)[l-mr~‘(G~’-G-l))}. 
The equation ‘1 - mr-‘(G-’ -G - 1) = 0 has solution 
Go=~(m-‘r+l){~1+4(m-‘r+1)~~2]~-1}, 
andifO~G~GGo,then1-mr~‘(G~‘-G-1)~O.Therefore(see(l~)) 
A s [(4w*)- ‘B&(G) + max((l-G)-2tmr-1~l-G)‘*, 
mr-“G-’ + (I- G)“2(1 - mr-‘(G-l -G - l))}]E( W’- II* 
if G!,<G<l, and 
A s [(4ar*)-‘B&f’(G) +max{( 1- G)“* + ~~‘(1 -G)-‘, 
mr-LG~*)]E(~‘- 1)’ (4) 
if 0 < G d G,,, where M(G) = min{G-‘, [l -t- ilog G iE3”). if Y has the siandard 
normal distribution and I = 2, then m = (2~ e)-l and Go = 0.11, and the minimum 
bound above is approximately obtained by setting G = 0.21 in (4), giving, in the 
notation of [6], 
A s 2.92E( W* - 1 )2 = O-971/( YW). 
Without making the assumption that E( W’j = 1 we may obtain a variant of 
Theorem 2, which we state next, ‘The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Srrpt~o~ that BE < OC, and let r > 0. There exists a constant C depending 
only on B1 and r such that for Lsn y nonnegative variable W independent of Y, 
The moment measures of distance in Theorems 2 and 3 are inappropriate when 
certain moments are infinite. In this case we provide an alternative measure based on 
the Livy metric. 
l%eco~ra 1, Suppose that Y is absolutely continuous with density p1 and that (2) holds. 
Let r II=- 0. There exists a constant C depertding only on r and m, such that 
d= sup 9B(Yw~x)-P(Y~x)(~cA:W',1), ia -CO<r;x‘CW 
where 
A ( W’, 1) = inf(s > OjP( W’ -- I>E)CE and P(W’-l<-E)QE) 
deHutt s the L&y distance between W’ arid 1. We may take C = 2 + 2m/r. 
r 
Rema!~k. Since 
i P(9 W’-19a+sE-kE9Wr-19k =e 
if E ==;E9W’-I9”)““‘“, thenforany k>O, 
h(W?, ¶)s(Ef Wr-f9k)“‘k+1b. 
Using’::his inequality we see that Theorem 4 generalizes the result stated in CF’. .t3on 4 
of [6]$where the assumption that E 9 Y 9 < 00 is made instead of (2). 
t 
3. Thp Proofs 
Let,p==B(Y=sO)andq=l-p.Then 
sup 9P(YWC+-P(Y==_Xj9S 
--00<:*44) 
‘I cp sup 9PfYWgx9Y>O)-g(Y~x9Y>O)/ 
-oocr<eCl 
+9 sup 9P((-Y)w~x9Y~o)-~(-Y~x9Y~O~9. 
--no<x<aJ 
I-Ience if we establish Theoferns 2,3 or 4 for Y > 0 a-s., the result for general Y will 
follow. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. We assume that Y =Z 0 as. and 82 < CO. 
Lemma 1. Suprose 0 -=c 6 c 0.6. For any variable U with U > G a.~., 
and 
E(U-f)-G-‘E(U-1j2cE(log ~)~~~~-l). (8) 
If Y and U are independent with Y >O as. and U > 0 as., avrd if E(log U) = 0, 
irhen 
A’= sup 1 P( Yu r=, x) - P( Y 6 x,1 s (Qn)=- ‘SzE(log 
-cO<Y<.oo 
Proof. Let G c A < 1. Condition (8) is immediate from the inequalities 
and it also follows that if x >A, 
(log x)2 s A -2(x - 1)2. 
Setting A = C we deduce that 
E(log U)2sG-ZE(U-1)2. 
More generally, (10) implies that 
E(Iog U)2~A-2E(iJ- 1)2+(lug G)2P(U 
Now,P(UgA)=P(1-~~1-A)y(l-A)12E(O-~)2,andso 
E(log U)2 s {A -’ + (1 - A)-‘(log G)‘]E(U - I)‘. 
!lO) 
(11) 
(12) t 
Tte term in braces is minimized when 
A =Aa=[l+/logG@‘, 
and ho > G if G 6 0.6. Setting A = ho in (12) we have 
E(log v)2q1 +[log G]f]3E(U- l)*, 
and combining this with (11) we obtain (7). 
fn proving (9) it suffices to assume that E(log Uj* <a. Then if CL denotes the 
characteristic function of log U, 
l&(t) = 1 -tt28(t)E(log v)2 
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s 1 for all t. (See e.g. [3, Theorem 6.4.2, p. 1681 and inequality (4.14) in 
Using the inequality (1) we deduce that 
s’~(2n)-’ ]t-‘[(.bM#(t) -Mt)Jt dt 
= (4a)-‘E(log 1/)” j+= ]t&(t)&j)] dt 
-00 
6 (4%)~‘BzE(log cr)2, 
completing the proof. 
Suppose now that V 3 0 a.s. and E(V) = 1, and let Vc have the distribution of V 
given that V > G, where 0 c G < 1. Using the techniques of [6] (see the inequalities 
(16) and (33) there) we derive 
(l-G)P(V~G)~5(V~- l)P(V>G)s(l-G)-‘E(V-1)2. (13) 
Furthermore, 
E(Kz- 1)2= E(V&)-2E(VG)+ 1 
sE(V2)P(V>G)-‘-2E(Vo)+l 
=E(V-1)2P(V>G)-1-2E(VG-1)+P(V>G)-1P(VsG) 
sP(V>G)-‘[E(V-1)2+P(VsG)(2G-1)], (14) 
using (13). Also, if 0 CD < 1 and G = D’, then 
P(WaD)=P(l-W’al -G)=z(~-G)--~E(W’-~)~. 
Let @ = E log W,. Then 
(15) 
A = supIP(YW+-P(Y <x)1 
cP(WcD)+supIP(YWDsx)-P(Ysx)lP(W>D) 
~P(W~D)+SU~~P(YW~~-~~X)-P(YSX)~P(W>D) 
+sup]P(Ysx eP)-P(Ysx)lP(W>D). (16) 
Since E log( Wn e-‘) = 0, by (7) and (9), 
sup lP( YWD e+ Q x) -P( Y < x)1 s (4&B2E(log Wr, -& 
s (4w)-‘B2E(log Wd2 = (4nr2)-1BzE(log( wD)‘)2 
d (4nr2)- ‘&M(Q)E(( Wu)’ - 1)2, 
where G = D’ and M(G) = min(Gs2, [ 1 + 1 log G I”]“}, provided that G 6 0.6. But 
obviously 
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Combining these two results we see that if G s 0.6, 
sup)P(YW~e-8~xx)-P(Ycx)JP(W>D)~ 
s (4nr2)-‘&,v(G)E( W’- lJ2. (17) 
If Y has density p then log Y has density r(x) = e”p(e” 1, and so 
supjP(Y<x e”)-1B(YCx)i=sup(P(log Y x+~k+(log Ysx) 
p isup e”p(e”) = m 1(18~ 
Let V = W’. Then VG = (W,)‘, and combining (d), (13) and (14) we see that 
(l-G)-‘E(W’--1)2bP(V>G)E(log V,)=rf(W>D)E(log WD) 
~-G-‘E(W”-1)2+(G-‘-G-1)P(VaG) 
a--G-‘E(W’-l)* (1% 
if(;<G<i(S”--1)=0.618.SettingG=O.Sweseethat 
and together with (18) this implies that 
suplP(Y~x eP)-P(Ysx)JP(W>D)a2r-‘wtE(W’-1)2. 
Combining this with (13, (16) and (17), and setting G = OS, we obtain 
A c [4 + (nr2)-‘& + 2r- ‘m]E( W’ - 1 )2, 
which proves Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 4. WC: asLclme that Y > 0 a.s. with density function p, and t;fiat (2) 
holds, Let h (V, V) denote the L&y distance between the distributions of the 
variables U and V. Using Lemmas 1 and 2 of Zolotarev [9] we obtain 
A= sup IP(log Y’+ log W’ 
--dD<xco.? 
where 
I = h(log Y’+Iog W’, log Y’)ch(log w: 0). 
(We take log W = - 00 if W = 0.) It is easily shown that A (log W’, 0) 6 2A ( W’, I), and 
Theorem 4 now follows easily. 
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